
Innovative Disruption



Vision
Build a global brand as the premier, trusted source of 
authentic, user generated reviews using technology
that allows anyone with a smartphone to create, post 
and monetize video reviews.

Mission
Simplify the process of sourcing, creating, curating and 
licensing authentic customer reviews for both brands
and retailers.

Platform
Is the most efficient and cost effective way to get
authentic reviews that brands need and their
customers want.

Power of Uklipz
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revolutionizing the way brands discover, buy and share customer curated content



The Turnkey Solution for 
Brands and Agencies

Uklipz offers brands real-time measurable
attribution for hyper-local, regional and 
national campaign performance metrics.

Uklipz can be used for digital focus groups
and product testing campaigns

Target and seek out reviews from specific
audiences (demographics, genre, etc) and 
interests.

It’s All the Buzz

How it Works

Brands
POST their objectives 
and USERS are invited 
to create video reviews.

Members
CREATE video and 
UPLOAD to the 
marketplace.

Results
Brands license video 
and Members MAKE 
MONEY.

#connectedcustomer

#fanengagement

#totaknowncustomer

#directtoconsumermarketing

#directfeedbackloop

#realtimeinsights

#brandcentric

#experientialmarketingsolution



How can I use it?
BUY AND SELL AUTHENTIC VIDEO REVIEWS

For Brands
Search and explore the video library and purchase
your favorites.  Post assignments to request your
ideal content.

For Consumers and Creators
Get paid for your content by publishing videos and 
participating in brand assignments such as product
testing campaigns, reviews and stories.

For Marketers
Get curated product reviews to specific target 
audiences, facilitate product testing and focus 
groups, run social media contests - and more.



Platform Features

!

every product will get it’s very own 

URL

Unique URLs

"

reviews are pre-vetted, authenticated 

and curated for trusted source 

Vetted and Authenticated

#

built-in rights management so you 

don’t have to worry about royalites

Legal Rights Management

$

meta tagged image recognition for 

easy searching

Image Recognition

%

content is optimized and fully indexed 

for maximum hashtag visibility

Search Engine Optimized

&

QR code or UPC links connect 

consumers direct to review

QR code or UPC



Uklipz for Brands
Real people. Trusted Reviews.



The Connected Customer 
is at Your Fingertips

Uklipz revolutionizes digital 
brand and marketing assets 
by offering a direct and highly 
personalized feedback loop

Uklipz transforms both the 
digital and in store consumer 
shopping journey

With Uklipz, your customers 
are literally at your fingertips. 
Brands can engage directly 
with consumers in the heat of 
the moment - both in store 
and online. 
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Video Reviews Get 
Impressive Results

63% of customers are more 
likely to make a purchase
from a site which has user 
reviews 

The human brain processes 
video 6000 times faster than 
text 

Social video generates 1,200% 
more shares than text and 
images combined.

Viewers retain 95% of a 
message when they watch it 
in a video compared to 10% 
when reading it in text.
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“One minute of video is worth 1.8 
million words.”

FORRESTER RESEARCH



By 2020, 51% of consumers 
expect that companies will
anticipate their needs and make
relevant suggestions before they
make contact. 

The Power of Personalization
Consumer curated content is powerful! The Uklipz platform is the first 

solution that enables consumers to create real video product and 

service reviews and connects them with brands and retailers. 
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Customers Expect It

With Uklipz authenticated
reviews, shoppers gain more 
confidence in making purchases
both online and in retail stores. 
Increased personalization can 
boost overall consumer 
spending up to 500%

Increases Spending

78% of U.S. Internet users said
personally relevant content
from brands increases their
purchase intent. 

Purchase Intent Rises

Personalization reduces
acquisition costs as much as 50%, 
lifts revenues by 5-15%, and 
increases the efficiency of 
marketing spend by 10-30%.

ROI Skyrockets

Source: https://blog.rrdonnelley.com/personalization-statistics/



81% off all Americans 
use social media daily.

73%

YouTube

68%

Facebook

35%

Instagram

29%

Pinterest

WORLDWIDE REACH OF SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS:



Power of the 
Social Influencer

Influencer marketing and 
video reviews are two of the 
hottest marketing trends for 
2018. 

Uklipz has combined
consumer video reviews
with influencer marketing to 
enable brands to connect
directy with targeted focus 
groups through various
social channels. 

Kylie Jenner

With more than 108 million followers, it 
might come as no surprise that the 
youngest member of the Kardashian 
clan - offspring excluded - has officially 
been touted as the most valuable 
influencer on Instagram.

According to a new report released by 
social media analytics firm, D’Marie
Analytics, Jenner’s posts are now worth 
more than $1 million each in “ad 
equivalent value”.

Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson

112 Million Followers on Instagram

Uses Instagram videos to increase 
social followers and engagement. 

If all of his  posts were static photos and 
text as opposed to video. we’d lose that 
big, loveable personality.
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“Customer Experience will overtake price and product 
as the key brand differentiator by the year 2020.”

WALKER INFORMATION, INC. 



Thank You.
Let’s stay in touch.


